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Carroll Hopes for Big - Four Vict:ory
Homecoming Dance First
On Carroll Social Calendar

Steve Will Help Smear Case

By Charles R. Brennan
MERGING first in the race to present the initial social event of the
fall calendar, the John Carroll Alumni Association will bold its
annual Alumni Homecoming Dance on Saturday evening, October 23,
in the main ballroom of the Hotel Carter. Heading the committee for the
affair will be Vincent La:v.Iaida, prominent junior socialite. Guest of Mr.
La:Maida and hostess for the evening will be Miss Marie Bierlein from
the junior class of Notre Dame College.

By Chuck Heaton

E

Assisting LaMaida on the committee
are James \Vilson, President of the
Junior Class, Francis Z(.hnder, John
Zeleznik, Gene O'Donnell, Gene Kirby,
Paul ·waldner, Pr,{lip Lawton, Bernard Sallot, James Osborne, Dan Ryan,
Dick Domanski, William Thomas, Ted
O'Malley, and AI Burcns.
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UR su rpri sing John Carroll
Blue Streaks will make their

inaugural invasion of enemy territory when they trot out on Van
Horn field next Saturday in an attempt to knock Case from the

of COffers

ranks of the unbeaten. Upon their
respective showings the Streaks
and Scientists rate as an even
money
proposition
with the
breaks of the game probably determining the winner. Case will
present its usual well coached
team, with its precise Warner at~
tack functioning well, using battering Ray Mlckovsky as the spearhead
of the offense.

Plan to Aid
Carroll
A

CCORDING to an announce-

The delightful lilting melodies of Hal
ment released on Monday by
Zeiger and his orchestra will furnish
the Rev. George J Pickel, S.J.,
the rhythm for the gentle swaying of
the couples in attendance. Zeiger was acting president of John Carroll
chosen for t~e affair by .the committee University. the Gilmour Council
because of h1s comparat1ve newness to
.
• :
the gatherings of the students. His or-\ ot the Kntghts of Columbus has
ch~~tra. however, is we.ll k.nown J started to work out the details of
f •l -·t~l•~.u c

O

r--------------------------

Hal Zeiger to
Furnish Music

Meet:s Case on
Even Terms
Saturday

•

Riders Record
Four Straight
Above is pictured Steve Gasper, rigllt tackle of the Carroll football team. Far
3•cars Stroe 1 •as oue of the unmng heroes of the Blne Streak lim!, and i1~
tl~is, his filial season, he has emerged os 0111 of the O'lttstanding tackles in the
S!,ale. H,_is ~W.~Jl ha..s cQ!J!Iibut!Jf_lgr._qnv to the fine sh01. oing tf.le__.fff!:!O.lf'
team has made m lite three games already pla'!}ed, a11.d is e.-rpected to have a
definite iltf!tttllce OJP the outcome of Sattwday's e11counter with Case.
f"<t'O

·nat·ing played at the i,11 Ktions of vari- n '"ttg-term prognun o(fina:tlCJal
o_us- collegiate groups throughout the assistance for the university. This
ctty.
plan, in which the Gilmour
Plan Decoration
knights hope to interest the other
Of Ballroom
K. of C. councils in Cleveland will
'
The committee announced at its last probably include an intensive
meeting that the ballroom of the Carter
drive to enlarge the John Carroll
will be beautifully decorated with blue
By Bernard R. Sallot and Charles R. Brennan
and gold bunting, the centerpiece of student body, the offering of one
which will be the banner of the Uni- or more scholarships every year,
versity.
and the holding of benefit perThe hostesses assisting ~Iiss Bierlein formances such as the boxing
will be the Misses Mary Kay Hen- show which the Gilmour council
dricksen, Shirley Seltzer, Mary Lou sponsored last month.
Reidy, Peggy Woods, Hazel Leslie,
T THE inauguratit1g lecture of a
~R the p~rp?se of selecting the ma.Mary Corrigan, .Hary Sabo, Catherine Grand Knights
series to be held at regular inJOr product 1on of. the year, memPresents Check
(Contimted 011 Page 4)
tervals during the coming year by the
Cleveland Council ·Of the Knights of hers of the Little Theatre Society have
The program was ouflined at a special Columbus, the Rev. Louis ]. Weitz- cut down its list of possible plays to
meeting of the Gilmour Council, held
man, S.]., Professor of Sociology at four. This list consists of "You Can't
on Tuesday, October 12. Present at the
John Carroll University delivered an Take It With You," "It Pays to Admeeting, which was held primarily for
address on the Encyclical of Pope Leo vertise," "The Showoff," and "As the
the purpose of presenting to John CarXIII, entitled "Rerum N ovarum."
Clock Strikes."
roll a check for the proceeds of the
boxing show, were a majority of the In his lecture, Fr. Weitzman pointed During the next two weeks the dramaHE University Heights Police De- Gilmour membership, a number of out the capital features of the Encycli- tic organization v..-ill carefully scrutinpartment is in a muddle, and all guest knights from other Councils, and cal. He outlined the social and economic ize the possibilities of each of these
conditions which were presetlt at the plays and then select the one best suited
over some prankster at John Carroll. five members of the Carroll faculty.
The cops are vainly asking, "\Vho stole In presenting the check to Father time and which occasioned the writing to the facilities of the L. T . S. As
of the Pope's letter.
soon as the selection is made, Mr.
Frank Hros' car? vVhy did that 'who'
(Cotttimlf!d em Page 4)
· 1d
· F
· .
.
Frank Weiss, Director of Dramatics
bring it back?"
AI so mcu
ed
tn
r.
Wettzmans
talk
,.,
~x W ·
· ·'
.
d'
·• 1·11 call for t·1 you t s. mr.
e1ss mdlwads a! :scour~e ~t lgreaft 1ehngths onl. the cated at the L. T. S. meeting last MonRally
Frauk Hros is the stock man at the
d un _er .l:'lng pnnctp es o t e encyc !cal, day that he would robabl hav
Chemistry department. On Friday
A gigantic football rally in preA { t ~ a dou
Whlch mcluded the fundamental teach- ble cast for the
morning, Oct. 8 Frank drove into the
paration for the Case-Carroll
hp ay.b
en ahvf e ate
ings of the Church in regard to the for prod t'
parking lot, carefully locked his car,
.
. . .
.
uc 1011 as een set or the
game will be sponsored by the
property
.
nghts
of
mdtVldu~ls
bemg
middle
of
January.
tucking the keys snugly in his pocket,
Carroll Union on Friday evening
na£ural r1ghts but not unhm1ted ones,
where they remained all day. Frank
on the Carroll campus.
and man's inherent rights to a living The dramatic society has already selaughed at his own precaution, for, as
wage.
lected two one act plays to be presented
The program meant for the
he said, "who'd want the old wreck?"
this year. The first, "Dress Rehearsal"
freshmen, is to be conducted by
The
group
which
Fr.
Weitzman
adLate1· in the morning Frank found
is an hilarious farce. The other, "Subthe sophomores, and will probab·
dressed was composed of Cleveland
that someone wanted it very much.
merged," is a tragedy about sbc men
ly be enjoyed most by the uppermen from all walks of life. Catholic
As he was walking out towards the
trapped in a wrecked submarine.
classmen, if they attend. Johrt
men from the professional, laboring and
car, there was the dam thing dridng
Zerbe, William Duffin and Jack
business
fields
were
present.
away under its own power . . . right
Heffernan have arranged a probefore his eye !
At the present time Fr. \Veitzman is
g-ram that includes;
preparing a lecture to be given on NoPre.ato !-Gone.
1. A huge bonfire that will have
vember 1. to the Jane Addams Club
been built by the freshman.
Where Is the Car'?
of Social ·workers of Detroit at the Ho2. A cheer and song fest that will
tel Barium. The subject of this talk
ITH the beginning of t~e presA moment passed and Frank was
give throats an opportunity
will be entitled "Is there a Catholic Soen~ scholastic year s1x new
breathlessly telling the officers at the
for expression.
cial Viewpoint?"
teachers have been added to the facUniversity Heights Police Station of
3, An automobile parade down
On December 29, Fr. Weitzman will ulty of John Carroll University. Two
his Joss. Quickly the radio waves carEuclid avenue to the Public
journey to Atlantic City to address a 9f these are member of the English
ried the fateful news and the hunt was
Square.
meeting of the American Sociologists. department.
on. But not for long.
The paper to be read at this gathering The Rev. Paul D. Sullivan, S.]., for4.
An
on
foot
invasion
of
CleveFrank looked out of his window a
will be "The Role of Religion in a Crime merly of Detroit University, has been
land's down town.
(Contim«'d 011 Page 4)
Prevention Program."
(Continued 01; Page 4)

News at a Glance

Fr. Weitzman Opens L. T. S. Awaits
Selection of Play Lecture Series

F

A

Stolen Car
Baffles Police

T

I

r

Six Teachers Join
Carroll Faculty

W

The Riders will...go into the game with
a better record for the season than Carroll having four vistories out of as
Wd.;:): :;~r!~. ~}i~·y V~Z"u....

·;f</ ··-v--~t~

high and came home from Bethlehen
on the long side of the 14-7 score. I1
their second game they defeated Capi- .
tal and the following week took Woos·
ter into camp by a 13-7 score. Last
Saturday night they met the strife ridden Bears of Cincinnati an·d came home
with ll 21 to 0 victory. The only basis
of comparison is the game with Wooster and both Carroll and Case defeated
the Scots by one touchdown.
The Rough Riders this year are a much
improved outfit over the eleven which
last year won five while losing four.
!heir offense has been considerably
1mproved through the addition of several versatile sophomores. Outstanding
among these are Charles " Chuck" Hatt
and Bill Schweitzer. The former is an
all-North Central Ohio fullback from
Shelby, Ohio. He weighs 205 and in his
senior year at Shelby High he scored
14 touchdowns. Now playing in the sig.
nal call~ng position, he is giving veteran Herm Kalal a run for the master.
minding berth because of his fine
punting, averaging sixty yards during
spring practice.
Bill Schweitzer from West Tech, an
all Scholastic back is probably the best
all .around backfield prospect on the
Case squad. He is an ex~ellent passer,
ktcker and open field runner. Ray
Mlckovsky the outstanding Case player
for the last two years is again holding
(Continued 1m Page 5)

Year Book
This week marks the deadline for
the obtaining of signatures for the
proposed John Carroll year book.
Those who have undertaken the
task of distributing and collecting
these contracts need only a few
more to reach the quota required
by the authorities as evidence of
student interest and support in this
project.
Edward Rambousek, president of
the Carroll Union, and Jay .Carroll,
president of the senior class, have a
supply of these contracts and will
gladly accept signatures from stu·
dents who have not yet pledged
themselves to thls cause.
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PUBLISHED bi-weekly from Oct. I to June I, except
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... congratulations on
saturday's victory ...

in our university
Today the Carroll ,\ 'ru•s
wishes to add to their words a message of
appreciation from the Carroll student body.

... don't be a
brief case boy . . .
\VO organizations at Carroll are now entering their active seawns. The Sodality of Our
Blessed Mother, under the direction of the Rev.
Cecil B. Chamberlain, S.]., is planning an extensive program in all of its groups. The Little Theatre Society is preparing for the selection of the
title of its major production. Upon this announcement, the organization will hold tryouts after
which the cast will be selected and the rehearsals
begun. The society is fortunate in having as its
director Mr. Frank Weiss, whose experience in this
field will be a valuable contribution to the Society.

T

T

HE student body, the faculty, the alumni, and
the friend s of John Carroll University wi h,
through this medium, to congratulate the members of the football team on their victory over Case
next Saturday.

•.. let's all be
.
umon men . .

.

T

HE Carroll Union, governin g body of the
Carroll student s, will hold its fourth meeting of the year this aftern oon at 3 :00 P.M . in
room 228. At that time problems of the student will be discu ssed and legi latcd upon.
It is the privilege of each Carroll man to attend
these meeting., to participate in the discussions,
to present new problems or grievances, and
to speak his mind on whatsoever he pleases.

These are but two of the many extra-curricular
groups at John Carroll that offer the student something constructi,·e to do in his off time. There are
eleven others, and their appeals vary from playing
a musical instnm1ent to writing Latin poetry. We
urge you to join one or more of them. They will
welcome you and will offer you a means to a
broader mind.

The Carroll Union welcomes suggestions. And
though the majority of the student body docs
not hold votes, as do the elected representatives

. . . leave your books
for one night ...

"'l;,o

COHlp~P

1}-.A t t P19n . it

l',"

.t"{('l.

t)lt•l'h

t~ ~~rtJ

shaping Union policy.
President Edward Rambousek and the re st of
the Union members do their best in effecting
legislation that will help and please the students. But to a man, they wi sh that the Carroll
student who is not a Union member would take
a more active part in the meetings. This afternoon is no exception. Come around. You' ll
be \velcomed.

HALL we change the name ''Blue Streaks ?''
The Carroll N' ews throws open this question to the student body. Should we abandon
this cognomen- this distincth·e, traditionsteeped nickname under which our teams have
fought for decades upholding the name of fair
play and glory for a sobriquet employed by
every corner lot gang or group of grammar
school children? Shall we further proclaim
our stupidity by plastering the picture of this
brainstorm upon pennants bearing the university name, or shall we ri se and denounce this
attempt of a feeble few to railroad through thi s
blot on the escutcheon of reason?

S

... no more
super-snoopers?

mgm, the aJUmm 01 J oun Carroll, will hold the annual Homecoming Dance
at Hotel Carter. This event marks the official
opening of the Carroll social season. It would be
well for the student body to weigh the a·dvantages
that accompany attendance at such functions.

N

•.• the knights
ride again ...
OR many years it has been a custom of the
Carroll News to include in its pages a so-called
.. candal" column. The "cut-throat department" has
been with us for so long that it has practically
grown into a Carroll tradition.
The editors can see many reasons for the existence
of such a column, and yet they are equally cognizant of its disadvantages. They feel that the students should have some voice in this matter, which
may have a very personal (perhaps too personal)
effect on each and every one of them. For this
reason, the last issue of the Carroll News contained
no scandal column, but instead sought student
opinion on the question.
Up to this time some small talk on the matter has
been heard in the cafeteria, but no definite opinions
of Carroll men have reached the eyes or ears of the
editorial staff. I£ this attitude on the part of the
student body continues, the scandal column shall
have given up the ghost.

Radical Thougts-

...

N the twenty-eighth of September the
Gilmour Council of the Kni ghts of Columbus sponsored a boxing show in the public
auditorium for the benefit of J ohn Carroll University. Last Tues ~ the Kni ghts held a
special meeting in order to present the proceeds
of the show to officials of the university and,
as if that were not enough, they went further
and announced tentative plans for a program
by whic}l they intend to aid the expansion of
John Carroll. Details of the plan arc recorded
elsewhere on these pages.

0

Members of the Carroll faculty have already
expressed their thanks to the Gilmour Council
for taking such an active and helpful interest

-AchievementBy Clifford J. LeMay S. J.
Student Counsellor of John Carroll
HERE ARE 1/IGIIY thillgS
in the life of every studeut that CO/l.llOt be COiltrolled, but achie-vement is 110t
one of I hem. Luck is o11e of tlze
Wlfrredictables. Bad luck can lose
the game for a good team, but
O'i.'er a period of time the good
team will be retumed the winuer.
lf any student fails to achieve
tt•e have to look for the source of
the failure withi11 him and not i1~
some outside ca11se.

T

The desire to achieve is innate
within. tts, btlt this desire does
not necessarily carry with it the
power to accomplish. Accomplishment is a function of method and of trai11ing. An untrained
student thrown into a hard football game would scarcely live
through the first scrimmage, although his desire to wi11 might
be much stronger than that of
the coach .
Success and achievemmt ore freqllelttly confused. Sttccess 111ay
come unearned through luck, but
achievement must be paid for by
strokes of daily eIf or/. A ma11
may evmtually fail and still have
achieved if during the c01wse of
his life he has helped lmman
progress evm a litt/.e bit, or if
he has i11 ally ~ooy cortlributed /1)

I I is said, for example, that we lwve come to
t'.e end of au era-That our "industrial pla11t is
cam.piete"-that henceforth ~t'C must live o~£ wlwt
W ! ha<'e. To those who give little thought to our
hisf~>ry this may sormd like good reas()Jling. But
it is 11ot good t·easollillg. It is reasoni11g based
11/Xm seve1~ years of hard times instead of ISO years
of progress.-Govemor La11do1t.

• • • •

Earl BriY<i..oder is a Comnmnist; lle takes orders
Moscow; he seeks to destroy all the institlltious of g<n:cmmellt which we hold sacred-Rt.
R<!'i.•. Msgr. Fulto1l !. Sheen.

fro11~

• • • •

There is a loud, long wail arising fr011t the valleys
of Ohio where nestle those fresh-waJer colleges
which domtiuate that Wltvieldly, 011tm<>dcd organi.::atioll, the Ohio Co11jereuce. - The Akro!l
Buchtelite.

• • • •

I do11't belie·zle the Prcsideucy requires gmins.
If it did, we'd have gone the ·way of Carthage and
Gomorrall long ago.-H. L. Mencken.

the happiness of evea one individual.
HETHER a student will
achieve anything depmds,
therefore, not so much upon the
powers with which he may have
bem endowed, as 1tP011 the 11se
he makes of these powers. There
are untapped stores of energy
and ability i11 tire majority of
studtmfs that go to waste becau.se
of failure to develop them. As
raw material there is not a great
deal of difference betwem mmstudents stripped of characteristics acquired through enlvironment rtlll pretty much alike. The
difference in the finished prod11Ct
is due to the skill with which the
raw material is handled. A skilled
potter with a few cents wo.rth of
clay ca11 achieve a vase that may
be worth hundreds of dollars,
while that some clay i11 the ha11ds
of 011 wrskilled wurker WO!tld remaill j11st clay.

W

There is probably 110 such thing
as inhermt i11capacity except in
the ca.<e of moro11s or idiotr. !11
some the faculties that make for
aclrieve11umt lie close to the surface and little e!fo.rt is required
to bring them into actio11.
In others they may lie so deep
that 011 extroardi11ary impulse is
needed to stir them. Bat the fac-

111/ies are there a11d 01rl~,t a spark
of am.bitio1~ is required to fire
them into pction. One of the
greatest tragedies of life is that
these faculties aore so ofte11 allmoed to remain dormant, fmrecog,~i;;ed, uncalled for, 1tudevdoped.

I

F ONLY A FEW men in each
generation reach the pi1111acle
of ach ievemmt it is because only
a. few are willing to pay the price
exacted for those who climb to
such heights. If less tha11 o11e i11
G hundred grad1wtes has merited
a Sllmma c1tm laude it is because
many others have failed to use
the talmts they brought will!
them to college. Every college
k11ows that the majority of students could accomplish a great
deal 111ore than they act1tally do
Oll(l that lf!'"very st1ulmt has it
~oithin his power to achieve Sitecess, that, i11 proportion to his talents, cm~ be said to be at least
relatively great.

Hmce
N 0
STUDENT
SHOULD BE SATISFIED
WITH WHAT HE IS OR
WITH WHAT HE HAS. He
can make life yield a real and
truly satisfyi11g success if he be·
gi11s today to trail~ himself according to the exacli11g rules of
the game of life.

~·'le Been Reading

Proportionate

A11011ymous

Subsidization .

T Has been to this rcv1ewer's great d~t
that the readers of this column have been
augmented by two .. ! One of these last
a ked if Dale Carnegie's best Seller "HOW
TO WIN FRIENDS & INFLUE 1 CE PEOPLE" (Simon and Schuster 1.94) was to be
reviewed. Unquestionably the book has been of
immense material profit to Carnegie and invaluable t6 hundreds of readers who purchased the
book befbre a great many people were aware
of its existence.

By Philip N. Lawton

Jc.}. 1 ~atur<lay

F

... no need
for aliases . . .

Student Counsel

We, as Carroll students, know of the splendid
work that has been done in our behalf by Mr. McHugh, Mr. ·wolfram, Father O'Donnell, and the
rest of the mebership of the Gilmour council.
\\' c are fully cognizant o£ the time and effort they
ha\·e expended for Carroll, and we realize the
limitless possibilities of Carroll's future when
backed by an organization of the outstanding
Catholic laymen of our city. Last of all, we want
the knights to know that we are deeply appreciative
of this interest they have taken in us. We would
consider it an honor and a privilege to co-operate
in any of their future plans.

Wednesday, October 20, 1937

I

Carnegie's "brain-child" does not say anything
that any of us do not already know about the
cultivation of friendships. The book, however,
may provide an incentive for some, desirous of
many friends, to act like companionable, sociable beings.
This writer heartily agrees with the famous personality man that the best way to go through life
is with a smile. But the writer disagrees with the
thought lying in the back of Carnegie's mind,
namely, that the great majority of us have no
concept of the method of self control and that
basically all of us, not gifted by the Creator with
a magnetic personality, are social climbers.
Thus we do not suggest the reading of this book
to those using it as a means for a material end.
Too many people have already read the boo\<
so that many of us are no better off than before.
We might add that too many people are of the
impression that by reading the book, ipso facto,
their personality, out look and whateYer else
makes up the man, will be changed into a most
pleasing and magnetic article.
LYDE K. HYDER and Lewis Chase have
done a splendid job in editing "THE BEST
OF SWii BUR E" (Nelson & Sons 2.) We
all know what a wealth of material Swinburne
wrote, some of it quotable and still more not
worth reading. These two energetic editors have
taken the more known poems, as well as many
of worth heretofore unnoticed by anthologists,
and placed them in 375 pages of unforgettable
literary pleasure.

C

It is a book well worth its purchase and deserving of a place on any man's bookshelf.

Editor's Note: The followi11g is the author's
011 the much discussed football
"scholarship" situati01~ aJ large universities.
It does not 11ecessarily express the opill4oll of
the "Carroll News" a11d does 110t refer to any
i11stitution in particular.

viewpoit~t

As long a time ago as the year 1929, the athletic
purists of the nation were horrified by the report
that three-fourths of American Colleges were
secretly indulging themselves in the procedure
known as "subsidization." With the years more and
more disclosures were forthcoming, climaxed by the
recent declaration of several universities that athletic ability was a determining factor in the allotment of student loans, jobs and scholarships.
Whether or not subsidization of college athletes
is an evil may be de~rmined by the extent to which
it is carried and the effect it has on the standing
of the university as an educational institution. Every
college has the bounden duty to throw open its advantages and· facilities to the largest possible number of prospective students. If football provides
the college with an effective advertising medium,
if its gate receipts are sufficiently lucrative to enable the college to finance its less remunerative projects-all well and good. There can be no wrong
in that. The question mark arises once we consider
the means to this obviously good end.
Big gate receipts result from top-flight football
teams. Top-flight football teams are the result of
good coaching and good material and this material,
perversely enough,. just doesn't drift onto the playing field these days.
If the exceptional student is entitled to scholarship ,
rating, loans and jobs, so is the exceptional athlete.
They both have a definite value to the college, a
value that they have set upon themselves by virtue
of ability plus hard work, and the college does nothing shameful when it reasonably recognizes their
worth. The student advertises his Alma Mater after
graduation, the athlete before. But there is a proportion that must be observed if the procedure is
to be kept just and honest. The college that pampers its athletes and bends over backward's to provide them with jobs and privileges while the student
is merely tolerated sinks to the level of a gymnasium or an athletic club. The ethics of the problem lies squarely in the lap of the college authorities of the country. They need not be told the difference between a loan and a pay envelope, between
a scholarship and a bribe.

Diary Leaves
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•
College Men 1n
Government

Who's Who at Carroll

or

A Freshman's Soul
Laid Bare
By Valentine Deale
Editor's Note: The cmth(}t wishes to express hi.s thanks
to a cl!l"tain 11WlOIIICd freshmal~ for the tiSe of ltis diar31,
witiWJ't wllich this psychological study would hat•c beet~
impossible.

CT OBER 6, Dear Diary: What do you think? Dad
said I could go to the Freshman dance and he gave me
two bucks to boot. I was sure worried for a while. But 11om
came through.

O

\Yonder what the Sophs are going to do to us. One guy told
me that I got to wear my Freshman cap, or else .... I don't
know what he meant by the "or else," but I know I'm going to
wear my cap. Gosh, college is great. The fellows are all swell
and stuff. They don't baby you around here like they do in
high school.

• • • •

CTOBER 7, Dear Diary: Thought today in math class
that I had better ask somebody to the dance soon. Still
I've plenty of tim~it's on the 9th and today's only the 7th.
I think I'll call Beth. But then there's Marjorie. Again Ellen
and Frances aren't so bad. Bet they'll be thrilled to get an
invitation to a regular college dance from me. Bet they've
never been to one either.

O

row let's see. Beth is a swell sport and lots of fun. Frances
is too for that matter. And how she can dance besides. Ellen
probably is the best looking, though Marj is all right too.
That girl can really smile. Some tooth paste company ought
to pick her up for an add. Gosh I don't know who to call.
Let's see again. Ellen is going to Ursuline and Beth to N.D.
But Marj. and Frances have quit school. Hm-mm. And
Ursuline is going to have a hop soon. That settles it. First
Ellen, then Beth.

0

• • • •
CTOBER 8, Dear Diary: I'm singing the blues today.

Here's the tale of woe. Ellen said she "was busy" Saturday. \Vonder who she could be busy with. That's the last time
she's going to get a call from me for a while. I'll show her.
Beth-well, she was invited by a senior. The way she talked
you'd think she never had been to a college dance with a senior before. As if that's anything. Sophisticated, I guess that's
what you call it. And Jim had asked hfarj and Frances wa
going to a Reserve affait. Suppose she thinks that's big stuff.
Finally got hold of Virginia. Not what you would call a beauty
winner, but a nice girl. Heck.

• • • •

CTOBER 9, Dear Diary: It's 1:00 A.M. And if Dad
ever learns that I was out after 12 . . . \Vow, wouldn't
I be put in the kennel! And did I have a swell time! Oh did
II Just ask mel

O

And VIRGINIA. She is the grandest, most glorious, sweetest, beautifulest creature God put on two high heels. She's a
hunk from heaven. And when the played that piece "Sawdust,"
how we did rhumba! Seems to me I'd better wait till morning.
A little mixed up now. Oh carry me back to old Virginie ....

I

After dinner the pater told me to go to my room to study. I
think he got a hold of my history and English papers-a couple
of D's on them. That history i terrible stuff. You need a
wagon to cart that Hayes around. And the pro£ said that next
semester we get a bigger text. I don't see how he expects us
to read and remember all that tripe.
English, that's lousy too. The teacher is bugs on the subject.
Thinks there's no other course around her~the way he tosses
those compositions and book reports at us. Aw nut , I'm going
to call Virginie.

By Thomas Osborne

L

AST SEPTEi\IBER nineteenth marked the twohun9rcdth anniversary of the death of Charles Carroll of Carrollton. This man was a cousin to Bishop
J oh'n Carroll, after whom this university was named. The
significance of Charles Car roll's aid in the American struggle for democracy can hardly ever be accurately estimated.
Suffice it to say that this man of Carrollton was one of
the greatest patriots that America has produced. May the
Carroll ~>pirit-religious and political-be with us all as we
tivc the lives of good Christians.

James

J.

In no way whatsoever do I wish or intend to be dogmatic.
There is always the danger, so well exprcs ed by St. Paul
in his Epistles, that one himself go astray whi le preaching
to others. Therefore what I have to state is not merely an
opinion held by me. It is, rather, a reiteration of truths
taught in the pa t and at present by men of learning and
authority.
Carroll

J

A

T

jim, as a member of the Carroll Union, has been appointed to many important
committees. To li t this versatile lad's accomplishments is an indefinite task but
unfortunately, space is a hard master. Thu we must conclude by saying that
when james Carroll receive his bachelor of philosophy degree in June and enters law school to continue his studies, John Carroll will have gained a worthy
alumnus.

Quips and TipS
By Louis S. Horvath
The capitalist is known by the company he keeps ...

*

*

*

*

•

* •

•

\\'hen you begin thinking that the car-dealer is a pretty nice fella-beware of
an auto-suggestion ...
~!any

a long story would take the cake with only a little shortening...

.. .
• • • *

1\fen of lower calibre make the loudest noise when fired ...

...

Anything women say O\'er the back fence ought to be taken as the gossiple truth.

* • * •

A crime wave generally ends up the river. . .

*

*

* •

The Paradise of a LouseAnonymo us
Editor's Nate: The poem heteo.lith printed teas srwmittcd
to the editors by a Carroll stt1dcnt who prefers to remain
CJJID11JIIIOJ~. Its good hu11tor added to its ob·z:iously c.rcellelll literary ~·alue 111okcs it a ~(wthH•hilc odditiOil to this
publication.

Who's the boy in the Junior Class
Who brings to the rallies a buxom lass?
He works all day in the Chemistry lab,
Concocting pep gas for his Chevvy cab.

M

EN OF CARROLL: Shall we sit back, lethargically
viewing the wrongs being committed in the name
of the State? No; let us pledge ourselves to become alert,
intelligent, and active citizens. \Ve shall study just what
arc the issues of govcrn!nent, and take an active intere t
in the right. Never will we allow fancy and prejudice to
distort our view of facts.

Two hundred years ago, Charles Carroll of Carrollton
ri~ked all he had to hand down to posterity the blessings
of a democracy. Today, we, in a very special sense are the
recipients of that benediction. However, we cannot close
our eyes to the defects which have crept in through our
own neglect. The objective,therefore, is clear. \Ve--each
one of us-have the means at hand. To be real Carroll men
-that is the motive.

• • • •
* * * *
And then there's the two-faced guy that enjoyed his double features . . ,
•

•

•

•

*

They used to worry about it in the olden days, and it has happened-the modern
girl has gone ash-tray ...

• • • •

:Modern painters do a lot of beating around the brush ...

*

•

*

*

The steel industry should have been able to iron out its difficulties...

* • • *
• • • *

Sometimes there's heavy dough in a half baked idea .. .

In ·Memoriam
'By Joseph Zelle
Editor's .Vote; The following piece writtm by Zelle, member of the Senior Class, is a tribute to his frie1ul, Anthony
Zorko, scmiuarion-elut who died by drowning last August
in a vaiu attempt to sa-.1c the life of his compa11ion, Father
K u::nik, ],[r. Zorko was a11 ex-member of the class of 1939.

When the girl begins to think he's playing second fiddle-the boy must face
the music...

The fog comes pouring in November gloom
And leaves a feeling of foreboding doom.

Profe~

Again bleak wind begin to blow through me,
More dreary than they ever used to be.

* • • *

ors generally a,·oid getting a third degree...

But the thing that calL our attention to him
Is not the gal or the ga with vim,

• * * •
1Iany a poor fish falls for a permanent wave. but
EYen a vegetarian can pull a boner*... • * *

But is rather a thing in vogue long ago
Simply because to shave was so slow.

The judge i' the only one that can give a party li.fe ...

Just notice the sideburns below the earsA . ight to move a man to tears.

Rest"auranters don't object as
the cuff ...

So the Carroll News wants all of u' here
To watch for the boy with the childish leer,

The half-cocked driver likes to give it the gun ...

And take care that the fad aint contagious
\Vhich we all admit would be quite outrageous

tions, but that is not his affair. He has his own duty, and
it is a personal one, not dependent upon the actions of anyone else. So 1 repeat, the John Carroll University man has
a specific work to do. His studies in Philosophy and Revelation have made him realize the most fundamental truths
of the natural and supernatural orders. These must be ap plied by him to the vital issues of living.

The ham actor never has them in tiers ...

Many a hearty young blade gets the run around when the girl is a movie fan ...

-

T

HE State is a sacred institution, not because man arbitrarily decided it was, nor because its su rvival
111 elected to report for Freshman football and with true Carroll thoroughthrough
the ages evinces a sort of respect; it is sacred
ness played a stellar game at end position. He wa rewarded at the end of
the season with his freshman numerals. Football over, Jay did not relax into because Cod inte11cfed it to be sacred. The selfsame reasons
the pcacef ul obscurity o£ a yearling's school life but was active in all manner of which constitute the sacredness of the Family are true of
activities.
the tate. Thus it is that these two institutions are natural
Injured during his Freshman football season, hard luck continued to dog his societies.
footsteps throughout his college career. In his second year Jay was hurt again
due to liis extremely light weight and when a Junior he was shifted to guard Speaking specifically, then, of the State, we see that every
position to give him better advantage. Once more Jay was injured and finally 01~e who unites with others to attain those ends which canhe realized that discretion was the better part of valor in his case with the result not be reached by individuals has certain obligations. Sad
that this year he is merely an ardent spectator.
S HE progressed from class to class jay continued to carry out the pro- tc. say, these are unfulfilled in many cases. Especially of
gram he had adopted when a freshman, namely, the successful the State is it true that men do not carry out their duties.
mingling of scholarship, athletics and activities. Scarcely a committee o£ any
OO LOKG has the average Catholic assumed a Ponsort boosting J ol_m Carroll University or the class of which he is a member was
tius Pilate attitude toward the administra ti on of govorganized without the inclusion of hi name, for his fellow students had come
to realize that this quiet chap had a way about him which commanded respect ernment. Believing that politics is a ordid business (which
and accomplished re ults. This opinion grew and grew until it was climaxed at it is, in most cases), he washes his hands of the whole afthe end of last year with Jay's election as president of this year's senior clas fair, and still expects conditions to improve.
a fitting reward for the fine job Jay had been doing.
The industrious president did not lo c his interest in his alma mater even dur- Something must be done. The Catholic college man-but
ing the ummer, for he and a .few other Carroll-minded kindred spirits held fre- why speak in the abstract?-thc Jolm Carroll Univcrsit:y
quent meetings to discuss plans for the forthcoming year. It is to this group 111011 is obligated to fmd out what changes are needed for
motivate. by T~:~t r.-.cll.U=t l!TPJlit <ilia.ulr\.hf> <!_CC',!>t:_d~<.l fM_tJJ..L'lUl.tlll!ici wax it).
bcHirt'" go>elnn~"·nt;~nti--t+rtii,~""'fr·+c.-+.~•~l!·•·•~t
which plans for the proposed annual arc progressing.
'

• • • •

CTOBER 10, Dear Diary: I'm in the doghouse. Dad
heard me come in when the clock struck one. Bet he ju>t
laid awake so he could hear me come in; for I was as quiet as
that proverbial mouse. I did walk into a doorway with the
door closed though. Said I couldn't go to the Olivet game.
You'd think I was a high school kid from the way they treat
me around here.

O

F a vote for the most unassuming
man in the university were to be
taken, unanimous acclaim would be
awarded to James Carroll, subject of
thi~ week's ''\Vho's \Vho." The living
epitome of the truism, '"Still \Vaters
run Deep," Jay is a fellow whose friendship wears well-a fellow well-fitted to
a ·ume the responsibilities incumbent
on the President of the Senior class.
Born in Sandusky on the sixth of December twenty-one years ago Jay spent
the years of his life prior to our knowing him at the Sandusky public schools
where his reputation as a student and
athlete were well known.
When he was graduated from high
school Jay felt the need of a Catholic
college education and more p3rticularly,
a J e uit college education. Consequently he enrolled at John Carroll University and took up his residence at the
boarding house conducted under the
auspices of the knights of St. John immediately adjacent to the old college
buildings where he spent his first year.

-

•

•

•

it surf:; them right. ..

*

• * • *
long as a meal

is put on the vc~t and not on

• * • *

•

*

•

•

*

•

* *

It would be a serious blow to the house-to-house ca1wasscr ii the wind were
taken out of hi sale ...
In the ward-robe it's a case of the sur\'iYal of the fitteot. ..

Relentless waters break in foaming spray:
Alas! so futile in our mortal way.

X ow clouds scud through the darkened sky
And by that speed my soul they terrify.
I know just why I feel so very strange,
These signs of passing Fall have brought the change.

For there upon a forlorn sunny spot
Sno~y-covered is that little gras y plot.
\\.here one lies cold, gone to another part
And left me nothing but a lonely heart.

I
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Alumni Host and Hostess

News at a Glance
(Co11tinlled from Page 1)

\Ycdncsday, October 20, 1937

(Co11timtcd from Page 1)

bit later in the day and lo and behold
to his amazement there was hi · car!

Lat:in Officers
Hold Conclave

made head of the English department,
and Mr. Hubert Pettit of St. Louis University was installed as an instructor
in Engli h. The Rev. Edward J. HoT AK executive meeting of the
dous, S.]., who studied at the GregorSocietas TuscuhUJa last \Vednesian University in Rome last year, has day noon, plans were di cussed for the
been appointed professor of Religion coming year. Those pre ent were the
.,. and head of that department.
Rev. J oscph A. Kiefer, S.J., 1Ioderator
Mr. Bernard Hills has been added to of the group, James Osborne, President,
the faculty to teach Economics and Mark Blinn, Vice-President, and J oMr. Frank Young has been added to seph Zelle, Secretary.
the department of modern languages. One of the main topic under discusIn the Biology department Mr. Edwin sion at the meeting was the ways and
Gilchrist from St. Louis University means of reviving student interest in
has been engaged as an instructor.
the actiYities of the Classical Club.
To help in the revival the group outlined interesting plans for the coming
meetings.
The highlight of the program for the
meetings will be an illustrated lecture
to be given by Theodore Andrica, ·aMiss Marie Bierlein
N WEDNESDAY evening, October tionalities Editor of the Cleveland
27, the Senior Guild of John Car- Press, before a convocation of the enroll University will sponsor its annual tire student body. Besides Mr. Andrica,
fall party in the administration build- the Society also hopes to engage seving of the school at North Park and eral other outside speakers to address
Miramar Blvds, University Heights.
the group on topics pertaining to their
(Continued from Page 1)
The party is for the benefit of the J esuit studies of the classics.
fathers. Proceeds will be used to help in
Long, Jeanne Edel, Bett-y Allen, Helen
the completion of the faculty residence.
Hobric, and Betty Finnegan.
Table prizes, along with refreshments
The honorary committee for the evenand several valuable door prizes will be
ing will be composed of James \Vii on,
offered to those who attend.
T THE second annual meeting of C:eorge H olzheimer, Thomas Corrigan,
Heading the committee for the affair is
the Catholic Librarians of NorthMrs. ]. G. Tischler and Mrs. C. T. Con- ern Ohio, the program for the confer- and ] oe Cerino, officers of the Junior
roy. They will be assisted by the fol- ence reveals that the morning session class.
lowing members of the committee : the will consist of a general assembly at
Mesdames Thomas Britton, Joseph M. which speeches on the various problems Divisions of the general committee asMazanec, Joseph R. Dempsey, R. F. of lib rarians will be given. The after- sisting La }..!aida on the arrang~ments
Marsh, B. R. Thompson, A. J. Horak, noon session will be divided into col- are: James \Vilson, Joseph Cerino, Gene
Peter Leusch, J. P. Hyland, E. Cunning- lege and high school round-table dis- O'Donnell,
Gene Kirby, William
ham, W. M. McCarty, F. E. O'C01mell, cussions. "A Library-Conscious School'' Thomas, and Ted O'Malley : in charge
M. J. Hussey, George Fuerst, W. E. is the theme of the conference, which
Whelan, Hugh Corrigan, F. ]. Stein, is to be held at St. Augustine' Acad- of orchestra arrangements; Francis
Zehnder, John Zelesnik, Paul Waldner,
N. W. Duffin, John Hartnett, James emy, October 23.
Farrell, M. W. Brigham, John Monroe, Chairniau of the morning's general as- James Osborne, AI Burens : handling of
Tighe, \ "incent sembly is Sister 11. Geneviev~. O.S.U. tickets; Dick Domanski aqd Dan Ryan.
of Toledo. 1 epics for the rnorning program; dnd Bernard allot and Philprogram are '·An Ideal Librarian in an ip Lawton, publicity.
Ideal Library" by the Rev. Andrew
L. Bowhuis, S.J., of Canisius College
in Buffalo, "Faculty-Library Cooperation" by Sister M. Seraphia, of St. J oseph's Academy, Garfield Heights, and
"The Administrator Looks at the LiS HAS been the custom for the brary" by the Rev. Andrew \V. Pier,
K FRIDAY, October 15, it was anpast two years at Carroll, the O.S.B., the Rector and Principal of
nowlced by the Rev. Paul SulliJohn Carroll Oratorical soci~ty this Benedictine High School.
year will again debate the questiOn c~JO At the college round-table discussion van, S.J ., head of the English department
sen by the Pi Kappa Delta Debatt~g Sister M. Natalie of Ursuline College of John Carroll University, that the subFraternity, Re-solved ; "That the N a- is chairman. Sister M. Genevieve, S. ject of the annual Intercollegiate English
tiona! Labor Relations Board be em- N.D., will present "Spiritual Reading Essay Contest would be "The Catholic
powered to enfore arbitration of all in- Problems" and Frank T. Suhadolnik Theatre Movement.'' This contest is conwill present "Publicity Problems." An ducted annually for students of the Jesuit
dustrial disputes."
open
discussion is to follow these pres- colleges in the Chicago and Missouri proThe group, under the leadership of the
vinces.
entations.
Rev. Charles McDevit Ryan, S.J., modPreliminaries were announced during
The
chairman
of
the
high
chool
di
erator, will begin its annual tourna
ment during the first week of Novem- cussion group is Sister M. Elizabeth, the past week and students have been
ber. Two-men teams have already been H.H.M., of Lourdes Academy. Topics preparing the outlines of their papers.
formed and the bracket for the first for discussion in this session arc "Can Several valuable prizes have been ofround of the tournament has been ar- W c Get Religious Books Read?'' fered to the winners. There will be five
ranged by Thomas Osborne, President "Teaching tlie Usc of the Library," prizes in all, consisting of a first prize
"Student Help," "Book Talks by the of fifty dollars to the winner, twenty
of the Society.
Librarian," "Care and Use of Pamph- dolla rs second prize, and three other
Sends Delegate
lets," and "Best Sellers and the Cath- awards of fifteen, ten, and five dollars.
To N.E.O. Conference
lic Library."
Students who desire to compete for the
The question chosen is of primary inawards
are requested to hand in their
terest at the present time because of
names to their English teacher this
the recent labor disputes throughout
week.
the country.
On Friday, October 22, the Oratorical
society will send a delegation consisting
AVIKG fom1ulated a new policy
of Father Ryan, Thomas Osborne, Valenfor the year, the French Club has
tine Deale, Thomas Corrigan, James Os- changed itself into an honorary society,
borne, and Joseph Zelle, to the N.E.O. limiting its membership to tho e exS a division of the John Carroll
Debate Conference preliminary meeting celling in French. Formerly all stuGlee Club, an orchestra comto be held at Kent, Ohio. David Ferrie, dents of the modern language were adposed of Carroll students will be formed
manager, will accompany the group to mitted into the organization.
for social and concert purposes under the
the conference.
Due largely to the efforts of the Rev.
direction of Mr. Jack Hearns, leader of
The following teams will debate in Edward J. Bracken, S.]., Dean of John
the Carroll band.
the tournament: Thomas Victory-Philip Carroll University, the club will conLawton; Eugene McCaffrey-William tinue to perform its wide scope of ac- Besides playing for concert and social
McGannon; Valentine Deale-Martin Mc- tivities. Among these activities is the affairs, the orchestra will collaborate
Manus ; Thomas Osborne-James Osborne; publishing of the French monthly, "Le with the Glee Club in producing concert and radio programs. Several conDavid Ferric-Charles Brennan; William Journal St. Charles."
Duffin-George Zerbe; Carl DeFranco- At the French Club's last meeting, un- certs of the joint organizations have
Edward Rambousek; William Normile- der the chairmanship of President Ber- already been lined up for the coming year.
John Hunt; Vincent Fomes-Frank La- nard Ceraldi. the purchase of keys for All those in the school who can play
Salvia; Richard Nicholas-Robert Fogar- the members, a new name for the club, an orch estral instrument are invited to
ty; Thomas Corrigan-Carl Burlage; John evening meeting , and types of pro- attend the rehearsals. First meeting
Nally-Louis Sulzer; James Giblin-Paul grams in keeping with the new policy will probably be held sometime during
Vincent; Kenneth Fierman-James Mora- were discussed among other things by the coming week. Those interested
ghan; Thomas Kelly-James Smith;. and the members. Moderator of the French may turn in their names to Fr. Kiefer
Jack Kenny-Dick O'Grady.
Club is !\Ir. Bernard S. Jablon. ki.
or to Mr. Hearns.

\\' hen he went out to inspect. there
it was all locked up as before. Everythin g was in p~rfect order. As far as
he was able to discern there was no
gasoline mis ing. But the astounding
feature i that there wa · only twenty
eight more miles registered on the
speedometer than before when the car
was locked up.

A

Detectives Wanted!
Apply Frank Hros
So here is a chance for some energetic Carroll man to show the value
of hi - corrc pondence course in detective work. It should be comparably
simple to figure our the po sibilities
as to where the borrower drove the
car.

Senior Guild
To Hold Part:y

O

Dance--

Agenda Announced
For Library Session

A

Debate Tourney
Scheduled

A

V incent La Maida

KofC-

That fact remains that whoever did
it was able to get into that car, turn
on the ignition and start it, without
the keys which were in Frank Hros'
pocket all the while.

Anyway its too much for the Police
who have sworn never again to set
foot on the premises of John Carroll
Pickel, Mr. Charles Wolfram, Grand University.
Knight, expressed the prediction and
the hope that the boxing show would
be but the first of a series of steps to John Carroll for what they have done,
be taken by the knights towards the and of whole-hearted cooperation in
greater progress of John Carroll. "The their future undertakings.
promotion of Catholic Action" said l~Ir. A number of the knights then ex\Volfram, "is one of the principal aims pressed their views on 1 the ways and
of the Knight of Columbus, and an aim means by which the K. of C. can carry
out their projected program. Among
of t~is kind can best be attained by the speakers were the Rev. William
concentrating on one specific objective. O' Donnell, chaplain of the Gilmour CounThe members of the Gilmour Council cil, and Mr. Edward McHugh, who
have decided that we could find no was chairman of the committee for the
more worthwhile objective than lend- boxing show and instigator of the
knights' program for aiding Carroll.
ing our assistance to John Carroll U ni- The Rev. Edward J. Bracken, S,J., Dean
versity, the only Catholic men's college of John Carroll; R•v. \Vi//idut f. Murin the diocese."
phy, S.J., Rev. Chester A, Burns, S.).,
Fc.~la~r Pi
el accepted the check in be- and Mr. Tom Conley, Carroll faculty
llalf of the university, and assured the members who attended the meeting,
knights of the deep appreciation of al o spoke briefly.
(Contillucd from Page 1)

Essay Contest
Announced

Education Society
Holds Elections

Peoples Named
Chairman of Dance

0

E

J

French Club
Changes Policy

H

Stolen Car-

Glee Club
Forms Orchestra

A

LECTION for the 1937-38 year
were held at a recent meeting of
the John Carroll Education Society.
Final tabulations found Mr. Frank f.
Bitzan, professor at St. Ignatius High
School, president of the society.

IM CARROLL, president of the senior class, has appointed Tom Peoples
chairman of the Thanksgiving Football
Dance. Peoples will call his committee
together for its first meeting at noon Fri-

day,

On the committee besides Chairman PeoThe other newly elected officers are
ples are foe Palguta, honorary chairman,
seniors at Carroll. They are: George
Jim Carroll, Chuck Heaton, Bill CosFisher, vice president; Jack English .
grove, Bob Heutsche, Paul Minarik,
secretary; and Jim F oti, treasurer.
Gene Morris, Dan Mormile, Joe Connelly, James Dinsmore, \Valter Barth,
Dr. Graham
Jim
Callahan, and Joe Murphy.
Authority in Education
Dr. Hugh Graham, head of the education department of John Carroll University, is moderator of the Education
Society. His extensive experience both
here and abroad have made him an
authority in educational training.
Members present at the last meeting
decided to hold their next meeting on
the second Tuesday in November. Students admitted into the organization
this year are Charles \Valker, George
Fisher, Joe Palguta, jim Foti, James
Dinsmore, James Manuel, and Sam
Vecchio.

Glee Club
Organizes Octet

Enrollment
Nears 500
N the final count of the Registrar's
office, figures reveal that 489 students arc registered at the regular sessions of John Carroll University. The
largest class in the school is that of the
Freshmen which totals 1i4 students.

I

Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors follo·w the yearlings in size with 149, 78,
and 77 respectively, Also enrolled in
the day classes are nine unclassified and two graduate students. The night
school boasts a total of 179 registered
students and the Saturday session has
an even 50.

the direction of the Rev. Commerce Club
Joseph A. Kiefer, S.J., the Glee
U
Club bas organized an octet which will Plans Meeting
sing Masses and special concerts
~DER

throughout Greater Cleveland. Several
R. FRITZ W. GRAFF, director
liturgical selections are now being reof the department of business adhearsed by the group.
ministration and moderator of the
The first tenors are Frank Caine and Commerce Club, announces that a
Charles Brennan; second tenors, Ed meeting of the club will be called withZurlinden and Philip Lawton; bari- in the next week. The purpose of the
tones, David ' Ferrie and Gene Kirby; meeting is the election of officers .md
second bases, James ~fanuel and Rob- the outlining of the functions for the
ert Mulcahy. At the present time the coming year.
officers of the Glee Club arc arranging Officers of last year's Commerce Club
a schedule for the octet.
were graduated in June.

M
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Case Veterans Meet Streaks, Saturday
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By George Otto
The annual :\Iigration Day will
he held on Saturday. October 30,
\\'hen the oncoming Blue treaks
will journey to Akron to meet the
Fighting Zippers of Akron University. A large number from the
student body is expected to make
the trip dO\Yn to the game which
should prove to be a real battle.
As usual the Carroll Band will be
on hand to cheer the team along
during the game.

s s

By Chuck Heaton

A

LTHOUGH the Streaks with
victory in th e ir grasp found

it snatched away in the fin a l few

A for the contest itself, it \\'ill be

seconds of play, they did more

no easy victory for the treaks. In
spite of the apparent \\'eakncss of
the Akron team early in the season, the 21-7 shellacking they handed
Toledo U last week gave no indication
that the Akron boys are a push over.
Known a the Fighting Zippers they
can still "fight."

than can be imagined for CarroiJ
football in that game with Dayton
last Friday night.
They showed Cleveland fan s that
Carroll is again a power in the local football world and that they

\Vhile the Zippers no longer have
the sen·ices of Ab Abdulla and Stan
Junius who starred in the backfield last
year, they still have a splendid array
of backs in Andy Garcia, \Valt Komonic, Zag Zazula and Captain Bill Sturgeon. On the line they have Dick Miller, a key man in most of the tackle and
end plays, \Vally Pesuit at end and
Goose Gesse, a rambling 245 pound
guard.

can once more play on better than
even terms with even the toughes t
of downstate opposition.
The Streaks are definitely play ing
a better brand of football in each
succeeding game. They were very
spotty in their \Vooster victory lacking especially on pass defense. Against
Dayton they kept every possible receiver covered and on the one pass
which the Flyers completed two men
were on McDonough but he managed
to make one of those lucky, leaping
catches.
The Carroll master minding went a
little bit haywire in that final quarter.
Young at fullback was sent back in a
fake kick formation and threw a long
pass which was wobbly and short of
......"'ceiver and fell into the hands of
one of the Dayton secondary. Bill is
a good man on these short passes but
he doesn't heave the long ones with
much accuracy. This gave the Flyers
the ball and after being stopped for
three downs they threw that long pass
which eventually ended in a touchdown.
Then receiving the next kickoff the
Streaks were stopped and waited until
fourth down to boot the ball. The Flyer forward wall was in on Young fast
but he had no choice but to kick as it
was last down. However Carroll gambled throughout most of the game,
taking chances, playing exciting colorful football, and if these final plays had
worked we would be congratulating the
Streaks on their smart quarterbacking.

• • • •

Old Lady hard luck again appears
to be dogging the Streaks as two
more casualities have hit the squad.
Ed Willard suffered a dislocated
collar bone and some torn tendons
during the Dayton game and will
be out for the remainder of the
season. Ed O'Malley hard hitting
sophomore tackle from West High
had an attack of appendicitis last
Monday evening and was operated
on. Luckily Sunny did not play in
the Dayton game and thus avoided
possible serious injury.

• • • •

Johnnie Semperger and Dick Domanski made a couple of beautiful blocks
on that touchdown run of Eddie Arsenault. Bill Young was the outstanding
Streak back displaying much ability as
a runner in addition to his punting. Incidentally the kicking in the Big Four
this year is far above par. Johnnie Andrews, Matt Franzen, Chuck Hart,
Wade Watts, Lark Suber, and Bill
Young are all boaters of unusual ability. Big Ed Willard, at right end,
played great ball and the Streaks will
sorely miss him. For all around ability
he appears to be the best end on the
squad. The Carroll attack is gaining in
deception and fooled the whole press
box on one play. Everyone thought that
Young had the ball as he spun into the
line but Eddie Arsenault proved to be
the pigskin toter. After watching the
Streaks and Flyers go at it Coach Bill
Edwards of Reserve doesn't know whether to point for Dayton or Carroll.

Akron Game
Chosen for
Migration

Garcia, who played on C::tr;oll's team
in '34, does most of the ball toting from
his fullback position. Kormonic, who
saw action playing on Penn State's
team two seasons back is also a dangerous man. Bill Sturgeon, captain
elect, of whom great things arc expected, has been confined to the bench most
of the season because of a leg ailment.
Zag Zuzula is the outstanding back,
, eing a
le threat .

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nall,itQnbeY~that~a~Ai~n
-j has rounded out a good squad this fall

squad
.
YearIIng
Shows Ahl.II•ty

STATISTICS
Carroll

Dytn.

1st DoW1ls ..................... 9
Yds. Gained Rshg .......115
Yds G · d p g
· ame
ss ······· 13
Total Yardage ............ 128
Attempted Forwards... 9
Comp. Forwards......... 2
Punting Aver ............... 38

967
45
96
8
1
45

Fl yers w·In .In
F1·nal M•lnul:es
.

'\'1

I

d d

1

Deserving of honorable mention Ill
1 · 1en t 1c un er 02' w 10 suppos~
football's hall of fame are the boys who ·
edly doesn't belong in the same
game \\'ith its opponent , outhelp whip the varsity into shape .for
fights and outpla)'S them for 53
the scheduled games, namely the
Freshman squad. Besides being given
minutes. then they truly deserve
to win. This is especially true
about every formatiorr and play possible
\Yherc the underdog- has earned,
so that the var5ity can more readily
before the game was fi\'e minutes
diagnose the enemy plan of attack,
old, a seven point lead which it
they are really the gents upon whom
lies the responsibility of giving the var- Fighting Baldwin \Vallace to a holds by keeping the ball in enemy tersity team some strenuous competition. standstill in the third quarter, and ritory for the next three quarters.
being unable to penetrate Car- Streaks Draw
Frosh Use
roll's
great line, the highly touted Firsl Blood
Many Plays
Bereans were forced to punt. Car- The 'treaks drew first blood in the
In th eir various scrimmages of lo.'te the
roll's granite line bulged with opening minutes of play when Eddie
Carroll F~:eshmen have used the plays
of Wooster, Baldwin-Wallace and Day- eagerness and determination to Ar~enault took a punt on his own 43
ton and out of this combination they crash through. \Yade \Vatts, Be- and returned it wide around left end,
have developed their own offense which rian quarterback and son of the crossing the goal line untouched with
they expect to use to the utmost ad- coach, received the ball from center the aid of some excellent blocking. Bill
y cung converted and so remained the
vantage in their oncoming frays with and kicked.
the Western Reserve and Ca e Fresh- Jim Morgan, one hundred and eighty score until that eventful final quarter.
man teams.
Emotions
pound, fast, hard driving, substitute
Change
Former Stars
left guard, dynamited his way anoss
the line, and by sheer brute force As the last quarter got under way the
In Backfield
shoved away three would-be blockers, Carroll rooter , after seeing their backs
The backfield consists of Joe Kasunic, leaped high into the air and hit the rip the Dayton line to pieces and their
Cathedral Latin star of a few yea rs kicker's leg. The deflected punt sailed forward wall present an ironclad deback, Carl Estenik who rated AU-Schol- up into the ozone and out of bounds, fense, began mulling over new and
astic honors in his days at West High, just ten yards from the scrimmage line. original wa_vs to celebrate this upset of
Tom Meagher who prepped at Cathedral P~:ep in Erie, Pa., and Carl Wus- At the very kickoff, Carroll, another upset~. And so it was with a smile of
pushover team for the mighty Flye~:s of pitying amu ernent they watched Pad~ak, a former Lincoln back.
Dayton, started a forty yard drive to- ley, standout Flyer soph fade back to
Others who have shown promise arc ward their goal line before being th~:ow a long and wobbly forward
Tony Veteran 190 pound tackle from stopped. Da}'ton, trying to catch Car- from inside his own territory on last
Washington Irving High in Tarry- roll napping, punted.
down. However their emotions changed
town, N. Y., Johnny Greta an end from Arsenault wa, waiting. Catching the from amu emen t t o IlOrror w h en th ey
·waterloo, N. Y., Victor June who saw punt on his own forty yard line, he saw that feeble aerial drop safely into
High school action at Wickliffe, Ohio, faked to his right, then suddenly turned, the uplifted arms of Coley }.!cDonough
on the four yard line. Padley then drove
and Graham Armstrong former John
f h .
f
pulling the onrushing tacklers off guard,
Adams lineman.
raced across the field and down the through the center o t e 1tne or the
The squad has been strengthened by side-line. \\'agner, All-Ohio guard, ob- touchdown and Kelley was successful
the addition of Jack De Wan for mer structed the runners path. Suddenly, from placement.
All-Scholastic center from Cathedral from out of nowhere shot this one hun- Receiving the kickoff Carroll was forced
Latin who came to Carroll after two dred and eighty pound left end, Johnnie to kick and Bill Young. who had been
weeks at Ohio State, and while he has Semperger. He executed a perfect playing an outstanding game and boota brilliant past he'll have a tough time block on his opponent, and the runner ing the ball beautifully dropped back
• to insure that tie. A dull thud re-echoed
sped across the goal line.
getting the center post from Konya.

Soph, Junior
Merit: Hat:s

which hould give Carroll plenty of
trouble. However, regardless of this

~~eP~:t~~it~~~tdtr;iv:ev~~:~hofc~~~c~:r~
II I
h h

ro payers w o ave not as yet seen
action.
As for those '"ho
a r e go'n
..
t g to atte n d
the game, and we hope it will be many,
arrangements are being made by a
committee appointed by the Carroll
Union, to offer some means of transportation, at a minimum cost.

Case-Carroll
(Co11fill11ed from Page 1)
down the fullback position, the key spot
in the Warner attack. Recognized as
one of the best backs in the country
last year, he is again playing with his
old ability. Matt Franzen and Dave
Wistar are two Hght but experienced
backs who see plenty of action in every
game and Sherman Lyle, a converted
end gives a great deal of promise.
IIerm Weiss, all-Ohio basketball forward, and "Tex·• Klajbor, a big sophof
more rom Dunkirk, Kew York are in
at the wings most of the time and will
p~:obably get the call against Carroll.
There is a wealth of regular tackles
but Hunk Anderson and Bob Jeffries
will undoubtedly answer the opening
·
Herb H olkesvig, a senio~: who
whtstle.
prepped at Lakewood will hold down
one o f the guards while either Carl
c arson,
1
·
a Junior,
or Tony Dull, a soph
will be in at the other. Dick Marshall
the regular Scientist center in 1936 is
back but both Spencer Mauer and Don
Voss, a Massillon soph are giving him
a neck and neck fight for the job.

The Riders are demonstrating a more
versatile offense than in former years,
no longer depending alone on powe•
plays, but using considerable passing
to keep the defense spread out.
through the Stadium as Niehaus, Flyer All-State tackle-broke through and
the amazed fans found Dayton in possession of the ball on the Streak one
inch mark. Zotkiewicz smashed center
for the score and Kelly again supplied
the extra point.

.-
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Jacket Aerial
Sinks Streaks
By Joe Follen

The Carroll Baldwin- \V allace
game which for the past couple of
seasons has been a third stringers
holiday for B.-W. became this
year a gruelling battle requiring
the attention of Coach Ray \Vatt's
regulars throughout. An aerial attack that ·till has sting coupled
with some timely breaks enabled

THE CARROLL NE\VS

Intra murals

Zipper Fullback

Athletic Director Gene Oberst
announced today that the intramural basketball league will get
under way early next month.
Plans for the teams should be
made in advance with the usual
eight on the squad including the
manager.

\Vednesday, October 20, 1937

More

Pigskin Prophecy
By

CASE-CARROLL to 7.

.

George

E.

Bunce

CARROLL, 13 BAYLOR-TEX AS A. & M.-Headline battle of the Southwest: A. & 1L

RESERVE-BOSTON U.--RESERVE STANFORD- WASH.-Probably
Huskies .
but it ·hould be close.

Lucha, :\rsenault, and Young cracking the supposedly 5Up~rior B.-\V.
line carried the ball to the invaders
20. Young's pass failed. but Arsenault
took Lucha's on the 11 and raced across
the goal-line unmolested. Young's kick
was good.

the Jackets to emerge on the long side
As the fourth marker got under way
of a 21 to 7 score.
the Streak running attack was still
plenty strong and the boys seemed ou
Jackets
the march toward a~other score;
Tally First
then in order to diversify his attack
The initial tally came after a scoreless field-marshall Danny l\formile called
first period. From his own 48 Larke for a pass which went astray and landed
Suber·, B.-W. left half, tossed an 18-yard in the arms of Bob Heinmiler who
pass to Paul Lumblad who did some proceeded to click off the 70-yards to
fancy stepping in his dash for the pay- the promised land. This play put Caroff line. Try for point failed.
roll out of the game.
In the opening minutes of the third Between the halves the freshmen once
quarter another pass, Arnold to Suber, again tried to capture the Jackets goat.
gave the Yell ow Jackets their second Again this year they failed, and sorry
touchdown. This time they made the to say the fight they waged against an
point.
outnumbered band of B.-\V. supporters
Mid-way in the third quarter the did not begin to approximate the battle
·
Carroll attack reall y got under way. put up by the team.

the

AKRON-B. W.-YELLO\V JACK- HARVARD-DARTMOUTH - The
ETS, though they may get a surprise.
H.-\RVARD are no slouches.
NAVY-NOTRE DAME-The Irish
COLGATE-DUKE-Blue Devils will
arc mad.
top Red Raiders.
OHIO STATE-N. W.-STATE by a
MARQUETTE-MICH. STATE-The
schnozzle.
Hilltoppers are no longer top ;
DETROIT-BOSTON COL.- Upset
MICH.
special: DETROIT.
GEORGIA TECH - AUBURN CALIF.-SO. CAL.-The Golden Bears
Rambling Wreck in a walk.
have a new wonder team.
PITT-WIS.-How could the Panthers
CAR. TECH-TEMPLE - The Owls
miss this one?
still look too good.
FORDHAM-T. C. U.-Rams devour
Frog.
CORNELL-YALE- Boola-Boola.
IOWA-MICH.-Another trimming for
the ad \Volverine.

I

OHIO U.-DA YTON-OHIO after a
sockeroo.
MANHATTAN- KEN.- KENTUCKY in a hard-fought combat.

•

With smokers in
every part of the country
Chesterfields stand ace high.

Carroll 20
Carroll 7
Carroll 7

RESULTS
Wooster .................. 13
Baldwin Wallace ..21
Dayton .................... 14

SCHEDULE
Oct. 23 Case (there
Oct. 30 Akron (there
Nov. 6 Olivet (here
Nov. 13 St. Benedict (Chi.)
Nov. 20 Western Reserve (here)

------------------------------------•

Get your last minute
football predictions and scores
from EDDIE DOOLEY
with PAUL DoUGLAS
Thursdays and Saturdays
Columbia Network

It's a cinch they've got what smok·
ers like. You'll find them milder .••
you'll enjoy that Chesterfield taste.

hesterfiel

... Ace qfthem all

fir M'ILDNESS and TASTE
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